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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are required to configure a Coherence cluster for a
WebLogic domain. Review the image below for the architecture of
the WebLogic domain.
The configuration represents the following:

Two WebLogic clusters of n number of servers each
One cluster contains an EAR deployment that contains a WAR
module and a GAR module
One cluster contains a GAR deployment
Application data flows into the cluster with the EAR deployment
and then to the cluster with the
standalone GAR deployment
Based on this configuration, what is the typical configuration
of a Coherence cluster for this domain?
A. Single Coherence cluster that includes both WebLogic
clusters.
EAR and standalone GAR clusters are both storage-enabled.
B. Single Coherence cluster that includes both WebLogic
clusters.
EAR cluster is storage-disabled.
GAR cluster is storage-enabled.
C. Single Coherence cluster that includes both WebLogic
clusters/
EAR cluster is storage-enabled.
GAR cluster is storage-disabled.
D. A Coherence cluster for each WebLogic cluster.
EAR and GAR clusters use a replicated topology with storage
enabled.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
A Coherence cluster can contain any number of managed Coherence
servers. The servers can be standalone managed servers or can
be part of a WebLogic Server cluster that is associated with a
Coherence cluster.
* storage-disabled - a managed Coherence server that is not
responsible for storing data and is used to host Coherence
applications (cache clients). A Coherence application GAR is
packaged within an EAR and deployed on storage-disabled managed
Coherence servers.
* storage-enabled - a managed Coherence server that is
responsible for storing data in the cluster.
Coherence applications are packaged as Grid ARchives (GAR) and
deployed on storage-enabled managed Coherence servers.
Reference:
https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1212/wls/CLUST/coherence.htm
#CLUST660

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are an automation engineer for your company. Your Scrum
team is defining processes for how your team should deliver
products for product owner approval.

Your development team is deciding what the definition of done
should be.
You need to contribute a test suite that will confirm each user
story's level of done.
Which test should you perform?
A. System
B. Integration
C. Performance
D. Security
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the advantage of making storage checkpoints
automatically accessible through a directory named .checkpoint
in the root of the file system?
A. it automatically creates a new storage checkpoint as changes
are made to the file system
B. it ensures the inode number of a file is different across
storage checkpoints
C. it eliminates the need for manually mounting storage
checkpoints
D. it ensures a storage checkpoint is automatically deleted
under certain conditions
Answer: C
Explanation:
Reference:
https://sort.symantec.com/public/documents/vis/7.0/aix/productg
uides/html/sf_ad min/ch16s05s02s02.htm
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